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What prevents a lot of businesses today from moving towards realtime is a result of legacy, that still lingers today. Systems are not end-
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user driven, are slow and reporting is difficult, due to legacy design
restrictions. As a result of these limitations, business processes see
many additional “external” processes driven in spreadsheets to
bring data points together from different process stages to make a
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decision.

Most mid-market to tier-one ERP applications support multinational operations as well as consolidation. The close process for
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multi-national companies still takes time (closing the local entity
ledgers, including revaluing any multi-currency balances), closing
inter-company transactions, elimination entries, and
consolidation. If you are looking to replace your full ERP solution
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then understanding all of the required steps in your close process
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is important.
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As I guess, it appears you have an organization with some
independence in the subsidiary organizations. If the subsidiary
companies use different systems you probably can’t move all of
them asap. To do that would take significant resources and
someone in the corporate dictator role to make the change
happen.
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Key Issues
Reduce the current 50% of time on transactional
process through automation
Increase time for deeper management reviews
and strategic decision making
Increase time on risk management and scenario
management planning
Reduce the need for so many detailed review
associated with data management
Solve the currently painful sub group
consolidation processes
Enable easier segment reporting from the current
labour intensive processes

Needs and Challenges
Leverage investment in existing multiple
vendor accounting system
Leverage existing processes to save time and
reduce time on change management
Accelerate timely consolidation with notes
across 40+ entities
Free time for review and planning of new
accounting rule disclosure changes
Free time for more detailed currency
exposure and impact analysis
Ability to change process with no coding

Improve visibility on currency handling at all
levels
Build the ability to repeat processes on demand
for tighter control

Ability to respond quickly to change
management reporting

Financial Statement
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Benefits with Ledgerbase
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Now have real time projections
with segment reporting, and
scalable elimination at group, sub
group and detailed level

Low learning curve by leveraging
the good things in existing
process and existing excel
templates to reduce deployment
time with more controls

REDUCES FRICTION IN PROCESS
TO GET REAL TIME PROJECTION
100% user definable reporting layout and data can be easily
retrieved out using Excel with drill down capability

VIRTUAL EYEBALL
& AUTOMATION
A workflow within process by
converting Excel data in database,
validating during collection
process, auto currency conversion
and auto mapping between local
and consolidated COA

